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The raw 'Sugar manket has held extremely firm throughout
the week under very lightonerings. Receipts have run down
to 15,939 tons, against requiremerrts for melting of 30,000
tons, and stocks have been correspondingly decreased, show-
ing 27,251 tons decrease f'o1' last two weeks. N otwithstanding,
the Cuba crop is now well under way, with 32 Centrals grind-
ing, thereare as vet few Oubansugars on the market for sale,
the planters evidently 'Still having hope that Congress may do
something at this session towards reducing the duties on their
sugars, but intense opposition is already developing against
even the 'admission of sugars from Porto Rico and the Plrilip-
pines free of duty, and there will be even greater opposition
arrayed against reduced duties on Cuba sugars. The domestic
cane and beet sugar industry is against any concessions in
this direction, and the fight 'over this question in Congress
promises to be extremely severe and prolonged.
There has been a very fair demand for refined sugar during
most of the week, fol lowed by a period of dullness. Unusual
activity has been noted for several weeks past, and buyers
generally Ihave fully supplied their wants.
European markets have been strong and advancing during
most of the week, under the stimulus of a large demand from
America. Beet sugars advanced 3d. -to Ds. 7~d., closing at the
highest. Cane sugars wen' not particularly nff'ected on the
London market, having remained steady, while beet sugars
have advanced 7}d., and the purchnses of beet sugar for Amer-
ica were at 'a cost not exceeding ,the parity of 4f('. pel' lb. for
centrifugals here.
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H is possible that there is some anticipation 'Of interruption
of receipts of sugar from the Sandwich Island-s em account of
the outbreak of the bubonic plague in the Ohinese quarters
of Honolulu. We learn by wire of 22 deaths thus far in that
city. The Hawaiian Gazette, received this week, gives report
of extraordinary eff-orts making by the Government to limit
the plague to the Chinese district, Chinatown being entirely
surrounded with a guard of Government soldiers. Late ar-
rivals -U!t Ban Francisco of sugar from Honolulu have been
detained in quarantine and fumigated before landing. Ship-
ments of Sandwich Islands sugars could be effected from
three pot-ts other than Honolulu and as there is no evidence
of the plague at those places, shippers maynvoid Honolulu
and forward their sugars from the 'other ports. With this
plague 'HOW in Australia, Manila, Brazil and the Hawaiian
Islands there is some danger, to say the least,of it obtaining
a foothold here 'sooner or later. Very large purchases of raw
sugars have been made by our refiners in Europe the past
week, which will come in opportunely if any interruption of
receipts comes from other countries. The position of sugar is
very strong and we recommend the carrying of a full line of
stocks.
Sugar 'Val' Still On.-The rumor mongers and their friends
who have been such persistent publishers and believers in
settlements, arrangements, combinations, etc., among refiners
received a rude awakening at the annual meeting of the Am-
erican Sugar Refining Co., when the statementsof the Presi-
dent were made to the stockholders. 'I'he stock which at the
opening of the meeting was at $130, dropped to 113-} before
the close of the meeting. It is quite certain that the days of
12 per cent dividends in this 'stock have 'passed forever. The
capaci-ty of the independents is now so great, and the increase
of the beet sugar industry so rapid, that such a dividend again
has become impracticable and the stockholders may eongrat-
ulate themselves that the able management of the Company
has continued the rate at 12 per cent so long as they have. It
is equally certain that the sugar war will become more severe
in the future than in the past year, the decimal system of sell-
ing making closer cuttings possible.
Investors will transfer '~heir holdings into sugar preferred,
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and a larger volume of sugar common on the market will
make it more speculative than ever and on a lower level.
'!~he latest advices regarding sugar were that the New York
Market was reduced to a small supply 'Of raws, and orders
had been sent to Europe to ,purchase beet sugar. The quota-
tion was 4 7-16, and likely to advance to 4i cents far Cuban
centrifugals.
----:0,:----
1\0 the annual repoi-tof the sugar trade statisticians, Messrs,
Willett & Gray, weare indebted for the following statement
relative to last year's movement of sugar.
1\he total consumption reached 2,094,610 tons-an increase
of 4.57 pel' cent over 1898. It represents a pel' capita use of
sugarof 61.7 pounds, against 60.3 pounds in 1898. 'I'he figures
for eighteen years show an average annual increase in con-
sumption 'of 6.11 per cent per annum.
'!'he American Sugar Refining Company manufactured 1,-
385,608 tons, or 67.9 per cent of the total; the independent re-
finers, 585,765 tons, or 28.7 pCI' cent; the beet sugar factories
making refined sugar, 63,368 tons, '01' 3.1 pel' cent; and the
foreign refiners, 5,935 tons, 01' .3 per cent. 'I'he difference be-
tween raw and refined sugar averaged one-half cent PCl'
pound, against .73 cent in 18!l8. '!'he sugar war has been re-
Jen tless, and is likely to continue so until the strongest party
wins what it de8ires.'!
During the year the domestic beet sugar industry has made
the greatest progress of anyone year, and shows a. production
of about 95,000 tons in 1899, against only 32,471 tons in 1898,
and 40,390 tons in 1897. 'I'his almost threefold increase is due
to the operation of fifteen 'new factories, whicbdoubles the
number of factories, making thirty now in operation, and with
nearly ,t!hree times the capacity of the previous year. The
weather conditions of the season were, unfortunately, against
the industry in almost every section, and where this was not
the ease, the scarcity of labor and inexperience caused heavy
deficits. Wi'th the better education of the farmers, the prompt
opening' of the campaign, and the better management of de-
tails made possible by this year's experience. t'he next crop
year promises to be one of fully as great increase in tons of
sugar 'produced, if not in new enterprises started, and, with
good weather conditions, should certainly see this important
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industry placed on a solid foundation and well started to-
wards taking its place as an important influence ,in the sugar
world.-Am. 'Grocer.
----:0::----
WITH OUR READERS.
In last month's issue we referred briefly to a report made
by Prof. Hart of the Royal Botanic Gardens of 'I'rlnidad, in
which he gnve the results of 'his year's experiments with
selected spedli'llg' canes. Rille!' that date. we have received
his report in full. which is printed in this issue, omitting
numerous table-s. It will be found exceedingly Interesting to
all engaged in the cn ne 'industrv and its improvement. He says
"t'lie prlrnru-v object of all the experiments is to secure varie-
tips of cn nr- g'iYillg higher returns than the ol der kinds; and it
cannot. I think. be denied that we ,11'e fa,irly on NJe way ton
successful issue. when we are able to publish a selection of
nine varieties. showing a yield of oyer 20 pel' cent sucrose,
three of ,,-hit'll g-ave over 21 1)(>1' cent and twcntv-nine others
showing a yipld betwee-n 18 and 20 PPI' «ent." Our readers
will be surpr-ise-d at the minute details of his wor-k, and the
labor and care taken on his part with every step. He alludes
to a new seedling from the old parent Bourbon cane, from
which our Lahaina cane origina ted. and apparently very simi-
lar to am Lahaina, but richer than the <old Bomb-on of Ttinl-
dad. If this be so, the new variety may prove a valuable dis-
covery for our eane fields.
-Another article of special interest to the planter is that
taken from a Queensland paper, which portrays the methods
in which sugar plantauons there are conducted. No wonder
that tbe average yield of sugar is only one and a half to two
tons per acre. The need 'Of reform in Queensland sugar es-
tates is quite apparent, and probably Dr. Maxwell will be able
to discover what is the matter at a glance,
"':""""'I'hose who maintain that the white marrcunnot labor hi
the tropics will do well to read the article on "T'he Yankee in
'fl'opicaIAgl'iculture" in this number. It is a semi-official
st-atement by the U. S. Agricultural Depart-ment. The experi-
ence of Y-ankees in Hawaii is a full confh-mation of the state-
ments made by Mr. Coville.
-Readers will find this number of the Planter full of inter-
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esting information on various topics, including the sugar.
trade of the United States and other countries; the success
with seedling canes in Trinidad; cane culture in Queensland;
Crossman's review of the very demoralized coffee trade; Lon-
don review of the cane sugar industry, the success attending
the search after new and richer canes than the well-known
Bourbon, the statement regarding the American sugar re-
fining trade for 18!)!), and the unparalelled prosperity of the
entire United States.
----:0:----
R.clPID OOEAN TKtvet. TN PIWSPEO'1'.
It will be gratifying news to all interested in comfortable
ocean travel to learn that the building of the new vessels of
the Oceanic Company is being pushed with all possible speed
in the shipyards of Roach & Son, on the Delaware. The first
of these fine vessels wi11 be launched 'in June, to be followed
a little later by the others, so that the new line will be in full
operation before the close of the present year. 'I'hey are to
make a speed of sixteen 01' seventeen knots, or about five days
between San Francisco and Honolulu, which will result in
largely Increasing the travel between the mainland and these
islands.
In this connecrinn it may be interesting to note the origin
and rapid rise ofsteamship service on the Atlantic. In a re-
tent address by8ir William White before the British Asso-
dation, he stated the following facts: In 1840, the side wheel
steamship Britannla 'of the Cunard Line, 207 feet long, 750
horsepower, maintained a sea speed of about 8} knots on a
coal consumption of 40 tons a day. Speed has been increased
from 8~· to 22} knots and the time of the voyage reduced to
about 38 per cent of what it was in 1840. Steamers have more
than trebled in length, about doubled in breadth, and increas-
ed tenfold in displacement. 'I'he engine power has been made
forty times as great. The ratio of horsepower to the weight
carried has increased fourfold. The rate of conl consumption
(measured by horsepower pel' hour) is now only one-third of
what it was in 1840, In 1871, the White Star liner Oceanic,
420 feet long, 7,200 tons displacement, with engines of 3,000
horsepowervhad a speed of 14} knots, In 1889 the 'I'eutonic,
of the same line, was built, having' a length of 5Gf) feet. 1G,000
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tons displacement, 17,000 indicated horsepower, 20 knots'
speed, and coal consumption of 300 tons a day; then followed,
in 18\)4, the Cunarder Campania, 600 feet long, 20,000 tons dis-
placement, 28,000 horsepower, at full speed of 22 knots, coal
consumption 500 tons a day; and in 1899 the new Oceanic of
the White Star Hue, 685 feet, 25,000 'tons, land ~ speed of
about 22 knots, The Kaiser 'Wilhelm del' Grosee.iof the North
German Lloyd Line, is 625 feet long and has maintained a
speed of ::2·} knots. A larger steamer is now building, the
Deutschland, 660 feet, 23,000 tons, 33,000 horsepower, with an •.
estimated speed of 23~· knots. Sir Wmiam is confident that
the maximum of size land speed 'has not been reached, and says
that "incI'ease in length and weight favors the better main-
tenance of speed at sea. The tendency, therefore, will be to
even greater regularity of service than at present. Quicker
passages will, tosome extent, diminish risks."
----::u:----
"Revel·ting again to the Sandwich Islands and in further
explanation of their success, say's a Queensland paper, we find
that science and practice gohand in hand, life and energy on
every side--no six months of incubation as in Queensland-
run ona well defined comprehensive system, and with capital
ungrudgingly laid out ,to assist and encourage every effort to
advance, These islands uulrke this colony, but like every
other sugar growing colony, are capitalized, in part, by absen-
tee propi-ietors.. Estates are managed by well paid specially-
trained practical men, and the merit of their management is
as it should be, judged on the financial results obtained each
year, upon which entirely rests their reputation as managers
and future engagements. * * ~. What the Colonial Com-
pany have done for manufacture, they can also do f.or the cul-
tivation, and it is from them '1.0 seek advice and aid; instead
of going to 'the land that sits in the sea' as the Sandwieh Isl-
ands are somewhat facetiously called by an enthusiastic ad-
mirer and prominent mover in the scheme mentioned.
A Queensland correspondent, who visited the New Sonth
'Vales sugar distr-icts, reports the following regulations of the
Coloninl Sugar Refining Company as in force:
"On' the Clarence i-ivei- the Colonial Company has issued a
manifesto 10 cane coutractors, stating' that nIP following va-
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rieties of cane have been approved, and may be planted dur-
ing the ensuing season: Strilped 'I'anna, Green Tanna, Moore's
Purple, Rappoe, Mauritius Ribbon, Induria, Black Java, and
Light Purple. Other canes amongst which may be named the
China, Purple St. Louis, Bamboo Rayee, Louzier, Batse, Pur-
ple, Black Isaacs, Black Cane, Stripped Isaacs, and Oiva may
be planted in certain portions of the district: hut before mak-
ing arrangements, farmers should obtain the consent of the
Company's cane inspector. ':Dhe Company draws 'Particular
• attention to the necessity there is of exercising every possible
care when selecting cuttings to see that they are free from the
p;um disease. It is also recommended that as far as possible
cuttings be ,taken from ratoons that have hitherto shown no
.signs 'of disease,"
"A vote was taken by the Company of all cane contractors
as to whether the latter would prefer t,o be paid per average
density or by individual 'analysis..Of 302 votes recorded, 252
were in favor of the former. The price the Company will,
therefore pay is lOs. per Ton i.n the field, and if the cane is
worth it, a bonus will be paid at the close of the season."
----:0:----
BOUCHEREAU'S LOUISIANA SUGAR REPORT.
By the last mail we received a copy of Bouchereau's annual
report of the sugar industry in Louisiana, and incidentally
statistics of the sugar trade of the United 'States. This annual
gives a vast amount of information relative to sugar, both as
regards Louisiana and the United St,a;tes, with tables of im-
ports, exports,consumption of sugar in America and Europe
for the past twenty years, making ita very valuable reference
book. It also gives the 'names and address of all the sug-ar
estates and owners in Louisiana, with the crop of each in
pounds, and many interesting data relative to them, and to
.. the efforts now being made to establish central factories, to
grind the cane now raised by several thousand individual
farrners.vsome of whom are provided with small mills, which
are incapableoisecuring the sugar which the large centrals
obtain.
This volume contains a strong argument from Dr. Stubbs
in favor of the new system, and the reasons which he gives
are supported by facts which must convince the small cane-
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growers that it is for their interest to adopt the central fac-
tory system, which 'insures to them the laegest net returns
from their small crops that it is possible for them to secure
even after paying for transportation of their cane by rail 0;
water. There are several hundreds of these small planters
most 'Of them without mills, and others with very poor and
ou.t-of-date mills. 'I.'ransportation by rail is now so easily ob-
tamed that there can be no good reason why all the cane may
not be ground at ,the central factories.
We insert a portion of Dr. Stubbs' address, in which he pre-
sents the matter in a light which ought to carry conviction,
and lead to a change, which would result 'in a large increase
in Louisiana's annual sugar crop. 1'he Dodo!' says:
"The pal'tingof the wa,y.s-'l'he separation of the planting
from the manufaoturing of cane, 'has been of such recent oc-
cui-renee that neither side of the industry may be considered
as permanently established independent of the other. Central
factories 'Of large capacity, built with the purpose of buying
all their cane, are the outgrowth of recent years, and are not
yet permanently established. Insuperableohstacles have
been encountered 'in (1st) obtaining -(:lIte desired quantity 'of
cane, and (2nd) in having this quantity well distributed
through the grinding season. Several factories ,have been
forced to buy land and cultivate on their own account large
areas of cane to insure in some instances a sufficiency, and in
others to control a constant supply to the mill when bad
weather, raih-ond detention 01' local obstacles prevented daily
delivery from numerous patrons. 'I'he result is that there are
only a few real central factories in the State.
"""hile hundredsof large sugar 'houses buy cane from out-
side growers, ypt the bulk of the cane manufactured is yet
grown upon HlP grounds and at the expense of the factory,
"Enor!l1oussugar houses with the latest improved equip-
merits have been and will, we trust, continue to be erected in
this State. 'I'he aggregate costs rU11 high up into millions 'of
dollars. They should be fostered and supported llyn. vo.lun-
tarv concession of enough profit to insure both a. fail' interest
upon investment and a sufficient sinking fund annually to
keep in thorough repair and of latest improvements,all of
their machinery. To insure such a profit, cane in large quan-
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titles must be grown, either by the factories on their own ac-
count, 'Or 'by individual planters for sale to the factories,
"The increasing custom in Louisiana of buying cane from
the smallplanters confirms the opinion elsewhere entertained,
that central factories, 'Supported by numerous small planters,
contributed moreto the distr-ibution of wealth in a community
than when the planting and manufacturing interests were
concentrated into 'One vast estate. Numerous small planters
wouldfherefore appear essential to the highest developments
of our sugar interests, and every nranufacturerehould encour-
age an increase in their 'numbers by conceding to them such
profit that neither the vicissitudes of seasons,occasional
floods U{)t' the unreliability of labor, shall drive them from
their chosen pursuit. '1'he grower of cane, by all means,
should be encouraged and protected. '1'11e mutual independ-
ence of grower and manufacturer is well recognized in all beet
sugar countries. You cannot afflict the one without suffering
n-om t1lle other, and the destruction of either carr-ies with it
the life of the other.
"Let us compare values:
"A modern up-to-date sugar house capable of handling from
50,000 to 200,000 tOllS of cane pel' season, will east hom $100,
000 to $500,000. After the actual cost of manufacture is na id,
there should remain at least 10 pel' cent upon investment to
cover insurance, taxes and .interest, and 10 to 15 lwr cent as a
sinking fund foi- i-epa.h-s, replacements and betterments. To
supply sugar houses there will be required 2.500 to 10,000
acresof cane, yielding 20 tons pel' acre. Add to the above :l
quantity of land sufficient for seed cane, eomand peas for
stock, ]'otation. pastures, gardens, yards, etc., and ther« will
be requ ired at least 3,500 to 14.000 acres of clenred arable
land. 'I'he swamp land, nsunlly '<wcompanying clem-ed land
every where in Routh Lonisiann, will bring the grand total up
to probably i),000 to 20,000 acres. To the land must be addc.l
the east of dwellings, cabins, barns, stables. mules, horses,
wagons, and implements. ,The aggregate value of all these are
01' should be equal to that of the factory purchasing the cane.
It is fail' then to assume that the capital invested by the
growers and manufacturers is about equal. Establishing this
fact, the cost of growing cane should be compar-ed with the
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cost 'of manufacturing into sugar, before an equitable division
of profits can be determined."
----:0::----
GREEN ]ltIANURING WITH LUPINS.
'l'heshort but admirable repor-t of Mr. Lydgate of Hawaii on
Pertllteatton, published in the Planter j1()r December last, is
conceded as furnishing the best,i!he cheapest, and the most
feasible solution of this much-debated question that has been
proposed for providing a remedy for worn-out sugar cane
lands. The pith of his report is contained in this extract:
"Green-soiling, in my opinion, is perhaps the nearest we can
come to occupying 'nature's methods of creating plant food
that is at once available, ;,:- -,' * We have practiced green
soiling for several years, and have derived great benefit from
it. The 'only plant that is used for this purpose is the lupin;
this planted in the beginning of winter grows in four months
to 'a height of three to four feet, covering the field with a
heavy growth. At first considerable difficulty _was experi-
enced in plowing this under because 'of the size of the plants
and the immense amount of foliage; this has been overcome
by the use 'of the "Secretary disc plow," which cuts them
clean and 'turns them completely under, at the same time do-
ing an excellent job of plowing and harrowing combined."
The same snbjectof lupins is referred in Dr. Hartmann's
article, published 'in the January number of this year.
By a recent mail we received from the Agricultural station
of the University of California, 'of which Dr. Hilgard is direc-
tor, a parcel containing several pamphlets relative to lupins
and other plants, which are considered as beneficial for fer-
tilizers. This parcel may have been sent down specially after
reading Mr. Lydgate's report referred to above; at all events,
they are very acceptable at this time, when attention is being
called to lupins and other fertilizing plants. The pamphlet
referring to this plant is entitled "Lupins for Green Manuring,
Bulletin 124." It gives a full history of the lupins, which are
grown in Europe chiefly as a cattle-forage plant, and they
have long been and are still considered there as among the
best of green-tnnnui-ing crops. There are several species of
lupins, including the blue, pink, yellow, white, Egyptian and
others, thirteen in all,some of which are not desirable to have
011 a farm. The "large hlne lnpins"are considered the best.
.,
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The Universlty pamphlet says: "The legumes combine 3,11
the points required of a green manure plant-e-nitrogen-absorp-
tion from the ale, deep-rooting, and 'at the proper stage of
growth, that succulence which is conducive to quJck decay,
thus rendering the crop ingredients available at the earliest
moment, Nevertheless, the plowing in 'of 'other green crops
or weeds, when convenient, should not be neglected.
"It should be stated that the absorption of nitrogen from
the air is conditioned upon the formation of excrescences or
tubercles upon the roots, these being formed by the bacilli
possessing that valuable faculty. Whenthe soil is abundant-
ly supplied with available nitrogen compounds, tubercles may
fail to form ; and 'such failure may also result from the ab-
sence 'of the proper bacilli, rendering necessary the innocula-
tton 'of the land."
The pink and blue lupins are considered among the best
for fertilizing purposes.
In Europe there are thirteen varieties of lupins, and- in Cal-
ifornia there are ten,of which the large blue has been found
the best. .There the success 'or failure of these plants de-
pends almost entirely on their seeds being sown to catch the
first rains. When lapins have not been previously cultivated,
it may be necessary to inoculate the soil by transfer ofsmaU
quantities of the soil from localities where lupins have been
growing. The necessity of this inoculation arises from the'
circumstance that the bacteria peculiar to the lupins do not
ma'ke tubercles on plants of any other leguminous germs, and
therefore are not found in soils where lnpins 'have not grown.
As to the method of planting, the custom in Oallfornia -is to
use a beet-drill, which is the least expensive, as fifteen or
twenty acres a day may be planted in this way. A beet cul-
tivator is recommended for preparing the ground for plant-
ing.
There em he no doubt of the great value of this plant in
restoring the fertility of some of our over-cropped cane lands,
though per-haps not all of them would receive the same benefit.
elust which fields need this treatment can only be ascertained
by trial, tukinjr first, perhaps, a small portion for an experi-
ment. A few acres of a field planted wuth lupins. the re-
mainder being treated with fertilizers in the usual way. would
very soon show results which would determine their value. If
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the experiment were tried on different fields at the same time,
the results would be still more satisfactory. One great point
gained, if the experiment provesuccessful, will be the saving
in outlay for manures, which is now a very large Item of ex-
pense.
'The pamphlet referred to-(Bulletin 124) contnins much in-
formation regarding this plant, and should any one desire the
particulars.Tt can be obtained by writing a few lines to Prof.
Hilgai-d, director 'Of the Agricultural Experiment Station,
Berkeley Unlversity, Oalifornia. 'I'he seeds may probably be
procured from any seedsman in San Francisco.
Referring to the subject, the Florida Agriculturist remarks:
'I'he advantages of green manui-ing seem to be underesti-
mated by the majorityof i1armers. Wlien leguminous crops are
used the following objects are gained: The physical proper-
ties 'of the soil are improved, the contentof humus is increas-
ed, and consequently the soil plant-fo-od is brought n-om lower
to higher levels, and the most expensive plant-food-c-nitrogcn
-is not merely 'Procured from the ail', but is added to the soil
when the plants decay. When given a dressing of potash and
phosphate these crops are especially valuable for renovating
worn and barren soils, and upon better land, combining with
rational soiling, they furnish large quantities of stock food,
thus permitting of a larger number of animals being kept and
of a considerable saving of manure. If used as catch-crops,
they prevent leaching and protect the soil from washing in
times of heavy rainrnll.
A recent writer on this subject well says:-"'l'heagl'icultm'-
ist must not ask his land to give him craps year by year, with-
out rendei-lrnr to it a return for its bounty. If you want your
soil to be Hberal, you must make it "fat." The farmer, in his
dealings with his fertile lands, cannot always be simply bene-
ficiary; he must all fhe while be a benefactor also. The prod-
uct of the soil must in some measure be i-otur-ned to the soil
Hits fruitfulness is to continue. 'I'here are farmers who
"skin" their land by constant cropping' and no fertilizing; but
it is ruinous economy for the owner and a grave wrong to the
community; for \\ hoever reduces the wealth of the nation's
soil and the sources of the supply of sustenance is guilty of
unsocial conduct."
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ROCKEFELLER ON TRUSTS,
'I'he President of the Standard Oil Company, in his testi-
mony presented to the Industrial Commission at Washington,
D. C" declares that industrial combina.tions are absolutely
necessary; favors National contr-ol, or, if that is not feasible,
State legislntlon as nearly uniform as possible.
In reply to a question as to what are the chief advantages
from industrial combinabions, Mr. Rockefeller said:
"All the advantages which can be derived from co-operation
of persons and aggregation of capital. Much that one man
cannot do alone two can do together, and once we admit the
fact that co-operatiou-c-oi-, wha-t is 'the same thing. combina-
tlon-e-is necessary on a small scale, the limit depends solely
upon the necessities of business. 'I'wo persons in partnership
may be a. sufficiently large combination for a small business,
but if the business grows, 01' can he made to grow. more per-
sons and more capital must be taken in.
"The business may grow so large that a partnership ceases
to he a. propel' instrumentality for its purposes, and then a
eorporatinn becomes It necessity. In most COUll tries, as in
England. this f'oi-m of industrial combination is sufficient for
a business coextensive with- the parent country, but it is not
so in this country. Our federal form of government, making
every corpor-ation created by a State foreign to every other
State, renders it necessary for pers-ons doing business through
corporate agelH'y to organize corporations in some or many of
the different States in which the-ir business is located. In-
stead of doing business through the agency of cne corporation,
they must do business through the agencies of seveml corpora-
tions,"
In I'eply to t'he question as to what he uscribed the success
of the Rtandm"d Oil Company, MI'. Rockefeller said:
"I ascribe thesuccess to the company's consistent policv to
make the volumeof 'its business large through the merits and
cheapness of its products. It has spared no expense in finding
and utilizing the best and cheapest methods 'of manufacture,
It has sought fOl'flw best superintendents and workmen, and
paid the best wages. It 'has not hesitated to snci-ifle« old
machinery and old plants for- new and better ones. It has
placed Hs manufartol'ies at the points where they could sup-
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ply markets at the least expense. It has not only sought mar-
kets for its principal 'Products, but f.or all possible by-products,
spacing no expense in introducing them to the public.
"The Standard Oil Company has not 'hesitated to invest
millions of donal's in method-s for cheapening the gathering
and distribubion of oils by pipe lines,special cal's, tank steam-
ers, and tank wagons. It has erected tank stations at every
important rallroadetation to cheapen the storage 'and delivery
of its products. It has spared no expense in forcing its prod-
nets into the markets of the world. among people civilized and
uncivilized. It has had faith in American oil, and has brought
together millions of money fo,r the purpose of making it what
it is, and holding it-s markets against the competition of Rus-
sia and all the many countries which are producers of oil and
competitors against American oil."
Much in the same line would be the reply of the successful
individual worker if asked the secret of success, especially the
reta.il grocer. "I work hard, as intelligently as I know how,
endeavor to keep up w ibh the latest devices, most modern
methodsvaud try to make the service I render a little better
than that of most 'of my competitors. I never deceive people,
I buy as closely as possible for cash, carefully supervise cred-
its, secure experienced helpers, avoid waste, keep insured, buy
in the best markets, push for trade, advertise, read a good
trade journal, never worry about what others are doing; in
short, I concentrate my energy on my business."
It is difflcult to understand why it is a wrong to society for
a combination of individuals 0'1' aggregation 'of capital to
adopt the same policy as that put into play by the individual
-Am. Grocer.
---:0:----
FOREST 'l'[lEE8 KILLliJD BY INSEC'l'S.
Makawao, Maui, Feb. 3,1900.
Editor Planters' Monthly. Sir:-Having been requested by
a prominent cane planterto wr-ite my views on the destruction
of forests ill the Hawaiian Islands, I will endeavor to do so as
clearly as possible.
I first noticed the Koa trees at Kaonoulu, Kula, Maui, in the
latter part of 1879, whole groves of sturdy trees. seemingly
smitten as with some terrible scourge or frost, that had de-
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nuded them of every leaf. Being a stranger to the country I
asked the then owner of the place, Mr. D. P. Eldredge, what
was the reason of it, and he said, to the best of my recollection,
that he did not know.
When I took up my abode in Kula some few years later,
(1884) I was again brought in contact with the same thing. I
had looked over the land some months prior to buying it, and
noticed with pleasure the beautiful groves of green Koa trees.
S'O indispensable to the comfort and welfare of cattle.
'When I came to occupy the place, I saw that some of 'the best
and largest of the trees showed signs of decay, dying from the
tips of the branches inwards, i. e., towards the trunk. On
breaking off a branch that was blemished, I noticed little round
holes in it, about the size that a No.6 shot would make, and on
following these holes up, would find a sort of grub, or borer, of
whitish body, and blackey-brown head, the head being fur-
nished with a very strong and useful pair of pincers.
'I'nese borers work their way inside the branches towards the
trunk of the tree, and as they go, they seem to kill the branch
they are occupying as a place of residence. Some branches are
gi-een and healthy for half their length, and the other haIr" to-
wards the extremity, is dead, and on examination will be f.ound
riddled by borers.
How the borer originally gets on the branch I can not tell;
I have never seen any outside of the bark, so presume that they
are hatched in crevices, from the eggs of flying ants, or some
kind of moth, and as soon as they are strong enough, bore their
way into the tender parts of the branches. These borers, if left
alone, will in a few months destroy the largest tree; and the
tree always dies the same way,-from the tips of the branch
inwards. I have also found this same borer in the Mamane,
Naio, and Olapa trees, but never in the Ohia.
You may now at this stage ask, what do you propose to do,
to prevent these borers from utterly destroying our forests?
Well, I firmly believe that if either the Government, or some
philnntlu-opic person, or persons, were to import woodpeckers,
and other birds, that prey on this special species of nuisance,
and turn them loose on the various islands, it would very ma-
terially assist in the preservation of our most beautiful and val-
uable woods. I should at the same time advise that due in-
quiries be made as to the habits, ete., of the birds to be im-
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ported, in case they might possess some trick that would en-
tirely invalidate their usefulness,
If you take one of the trees that has been attacked by the
grub, bore a hole in it with, say an inch auger, put a teaspoon-
ful of powdered calomel in the hole and plug it up, you will find
that all signs of decay will stop in a very shor-t time, but
whetlu-t- this effect will be permanent I cannot yet say. I do
know. however, of one tree that was half dead three years ago,
hping: o\lpl'ated on as above, which is now growing quite well,
tha 1 is. the IHIl't that was alive when doctored, has now de-
veloped in to a fail'l,v decent tree, the part that was dead ie still
dead,
'I'hi» tTeahll(>ld, of course. could not very easily be applied to
f'orests ; hut fm' ppnHlns who are fond of native trees round their
houses. it would be worth their while to give it a trial. 'I'he
bot-er dol'S no! 'trouble the trees till they ru-e about two years
old or 1II00'P.
'1'0 g"in> an iustuuco of what can be done in Hie way of the
pi-eser-vufion and rvnewal of forests: About foul' years ago, a
portion of fOI'P:"it land OIl Maul was fenced up securely, the tame
euttle driven out. nud those that couldn't be driven, and also
the wild 011('1' shot, Now, in places where for-merly one could
ride through fairly well, it is luu-d work to get through on foot;
and the place is full of young Ohia, Koa, Mnmane and other
native trees, looking healthy and well. But, unless something
is done to protect them from their enemies other than cattle, I
am afraid they will, as they get along in years, be discovered
by the borer, with the inevitable prospect of death staring them
in the face,
It seems to me that it would be worth while for the Planters,
if the Government won't do anything, to find out frOID the
United States what sor-t 01' sorts of birds would be best to im-
port to combat this pest. There are, to the best of my knowl-
edge, several birds that live on nothing else but insects and
grubs that they peck out of the trees, and these, if they have no
other occupntion that might be to their detriment in the
Islands, are the sort: we ough t to import.
Trusting that my remarks may be of some use to the Island
public. Yours sincerely,
r, VON '1'EMPSKY.
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SEEDLING CANES.-TRINIDAD.
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The following report on the seedling cane experiments, sea-
son of 1898-9, has been issued by Mr. J. H. Hart, F. L. S.
Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Trinidad, of
the Botanical Department, Trinidad, laud dated 4th October,
1898. The time covered by thereport is from Lst June, 1898,
to' 30th May, 1899.
The crop harvested in April and May, 1899, -is -the first which
has been reaped from the new experiment ground, St. Clair.
'J1he results show a decided improvement over the returns
obtained in the shaded and worn-out s01,1 in which the experi-
ments were commenced and conducted for foul' previous years.
'fhe experiments previous to 1899 were carried on solely by
the Botanical Depar-tment, but early in the present year, at
the suggestion 'of the Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, His
Excellency Sir H. E. H. Jel'llingham directed that the analyses
for pu'hlk-at ion 'should be carried out by 'the Government ana-
lyst, and that officer has 'issued a special repor-t on the results
nrrived at by the analysis of the cane samples in 1896.
Previous work in the old garden is not directly comparable
with the results obtained at the Experiment Station, as the
conditions are very different; neither -is it comparable with the
results obtained on estates, 'l'his fact, however, does no-t in
the least affect the value of the experiments, as will be shown
la-ter':
Estates grow their crops so that the canes when cut are 15
months to 17 months old; while, under the system we are COIU-
pel led to adopt, our crop is reaped at regular intervals of 12
months, and, therefore, any conclusions based upon compari-
sons of the 'two results would be erroneous.
'I'he only way in which comparisonacan be made between
the growth ouour own plots and those produeedon estates is
byallowiug them a "relative value" determined by -the growth
of well-known standard vm-ieties, as Indicated in my last
annual report. The standard varieties used must be grown on
the same ground as those under- trial, and receive t'he same
treatment, and the difference of value thus ascertained must
then he compared with the recognized "estates value" of the
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old standard varieties, to ascertain the {rue value of any given
seedling variety.
The cutting of the canes commenced on 20th April, and
ended 'on the ID1:hof 1\1,ay, and the ra'infall during that period
was 0.30 of an inch.
A difference appenrs between th'e valuesof the Demerara
canes and the seedlings cut during the last days 'Of the CI'Op.
'I'Iris is to be accounted for bv the fact ,that unlike conditions
existed. It is not tobe expected that seedlings which have 18
months growth from the seed can be compared with plant",
grown from cu.ttings at 12 months old, especially when the
sL'PLlIings han' f;tood,as several of OUl'S did, in isolated posi-
tions «ondncive io i-lpening.
In llI,Y annual reprn-t for lSflS, I called attention to rhe fact
that some euues only ripen at IG months, while others are
mature at 1:.! llIo1d11S01' eru-Iier. Of the fOrl11('I' class is D Gl,
and T 1 and '1' 2. Of ,the other class are D H5, D 74, and others,
D (it is not more than fhree-qum-ters grown at 12 months old
from en ttings, while D 74 will arrow freely in nine or ten
moni,hs, "'hen they are grown on estu tes the planter will
IlHYP ro take these Ieat ut-es into account in uscertuining the
value of the vm-ieties.
The situarion 'at St. Clair, though an immense improvement
over the old grounds, where the experiments were first initiat-
ed. cauuot be considered as first-class cane soil. Consequently
the value of the crops grown must still be jndged by com-
parison with the growth of standard vai-ieties, and it will he
seen that we have in cultivation the Bourbonrmd' Caledonian
Queen especiallv for -this purpose.
It is probable that the tactof the soil at the Station, bpillg'
somewhat intei-tor, will be of considerable advantage to us ill
the conduct of experiments, for if it were richer, the exucri-
ments would be open to the objection that they had been con-
ducted under exceptional circumstances, while it is cei-tuin
that Heanes do well on a poor soil, they may be expected to do
better on a fertile one.
It is clear that effective testsof the new canes should he
carrledout oil large sugar estates, under the ordinary condi-
tions, at the earliest possible moment. It is quite as clear,
when looking at the matter from an economic point -of view,
that planters cannot be asked to try canes which might land
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them in serious loss; and, therefore, it is imperative to conduct
the experiments, as experiments, without llmlt of time, until
the cultivator Iias 11'0, doubt as to the result when grown on
large areas. A familiar instance of going too fast has been
Illustrated dn 'I'rinidad by the trial of the Burke cane.. It pro-
duced large crops, but was wanting in sugar contents, did not
mill well, and the megrass had not 'Substance enough to keep
the furnace going, and coal had ;to be purchased to make up
the deficiency.
Such unfortuna te occurrences do more to retard the pro-
gress. of the seedling cane experiments than can well be im-
agined, a's they induce it distrust muong planters of the newel'
kinds. It is necessary, therefore, to proceed with the u tmost
caution, following the excellent example set by Messrs. Jen-
man and Hnrrison, 'of Demerara.
It is patent, therefore, ,that while the seedlings should be
'})11't into the hands of the planters rutfheem-liest possible mo-
ment, it is equally important that nothlng but what is really
goodand well proved, for successive 'seasons, should be put
irrto the Iiande of the planters.
Endeavours Irave been made to give yield pel' acre, but this
is a somewhat diffleubt matter under the conditions existing
'on an experimental field. It is 'Sometimes done by counting
stools pel' nero; but with.seedliugs the characters are so vari-
ous that it is har-dly possible to give correct results by this
method. For instance, a seedling may have such a habit as to
require it being planted at six feet apart, while the next may
admit of being planted at foul' feet apart, tihe inference from
which is obvious.
As small cane thickly planted may yield as much 01' more
than a strong cane planted widely, and who can yet say which
is .the bestof the two, 'and most economical for the planter t,o
grow? Even when small and exact areas '111'(' used, it is still
doubtful if the yield of such a small area can be taken as giv-
ing 'the 'same resultsas would be attained when grown in a
larger quantity, for it is easily seen that .the condittonsof the
surroundings of such 'a small area would influence in no smu.ll
degree the yield of canes. There is, however, no better method
than small areas f.or testing yield, but .they must be used with
caution. '1'he true yield 'Of 'any cane cannot 'be ascertained
until after several season's culture in the field. under normal
conditions.
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I have been often applied to f'o,r plants 'of canes shown by
analysis to give a high sugar content, the applicants having
omitted to note that this has (perforce) to 'be made, in the first
instance, on canes from a single 'stool, 'and it is patent that a
very wide distribution cannot be made from a single plant.
Planters are, therefore, informed thai no distribution can 'be
made ,of the newer canes until rt>hey have been grown and
tested for successive seasons. Our experiment field contains,
however, plots of 'one-twentieth of an acre 'of the following
kinds. D 95, D 74, D 76, D 115, D 116, and T 2, the whole of
which are available to planters. But our seedlings, the oldest
some ·fo,U'I.' years old, cannot be offered without risk 'of lass to
the planter and reputation to the raiser,
The Demerara varieties are thus represented by areas of
one-twentieth of an acre each, and canes from these plots were
distr-ibuted to seven different estates to' the number of 17.700..
In fact, -ten times the quantity could ImY(> been distributed
had the plants been available.
To prevent future mistakes or misconceptions, the method
followed in conducting the experiments is now detailed.
In the flrst yearof selection we work on one plant cane only,
i.e.. one plant grown from seed selected from, perhaps, 500
others. Foi- instance, the canes under Nos. 146 to 209 are this
'year represented by one 'plant only, - After analysis the cane is
cut up. the eight stools are planted, 'so that 'in the next year's
examinatlon there will be eig'ht stools nvailuble for further
propagation, if f-ound, on analysis, that it is desirable to ex-
tend thecuhtlvntion of any particular number. At crop time
next year, however, some of these may be 'so wot-th less in ap-
pearance that the,y will be condemned as unfit for further trial.
Canes are never condemnedexcept for goood reasons ; but it is
evideut that doubtful ones cannot be retained, while there is
a due proportion which can successfully pass the field test. It
is all very well ,thatt'hey may pI'aye the better ina. succeeding
year, but it must also- -he said that 'huvingonce failed they may
fail agnin, and time canuot be wasted in tJ'ying failll}"('8 a sec-
. ond time.
It will be seen, therefore,' why numbers fall out, even after
they have given a high sugar yield in a previous season, for in
the race for priority only those which show hardiness and
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vitality, little affected by climate, 'season, -0-1' soil, will be
selected as worthy 'of cultivation.
Therefore, we hav€-
First year, one stool.
Second year, eight stool'S.
Third year, the eight stools are ratooned,
Fourth year, if cane maintains its average, a plot of
one-twentieth of an acre is planted, when for the
first time the yield 'Per acre can be fairly ascertained.
Fifth season, the canes can be distributed to planters.
'Do attempt to distribute canes at am earlier date would be
to court failure. Festina lente is an excellent motto in conduct-
ing seedling cane experiments, and must not be disregarded.
/'fhe seedling plants (raised from 'seed Nov., 1897) are ,those
which stood for a frrstexamination in May last, in all number-
ing some 2,500. Out of this lot, for field reasons, 1,900 were
condemned, 39 were examined, and some 500 ".stO'od over," not.
being sufficiently advanced for analysis, as they were planted
late.
'I'here is no ljttle difference between a plant from a seed,
and a plant from a cutting or "top." The former takes some
eighteen months from the seed, to the time for reaping; for
instance from No-vember, 1897, to May, 1899; but even after
this length 'of time, it cannot be compared with plants grown
from the "top" or "body canes," given the same time.
It will be seen, therefore, that it is a difficult matter to put
an exact value on the results obtained by analysis of a first
year's seedling. So much is this the case, that it is doubtful
whether the -first year's results should be taken for more than
indications of promise taking the first registered value, from
canes after Nley 'have been cultivated from cuttings,a,s 'on
estates.
The cane which appeared first on the list last year 'has not
this year given so high a return, and Cane T 77 has done much
better. In the first case it was planted in poorer ground, and
in the latter ease in richer.
Attention has been directed to the growth of the Japanese
cane, a variety received from Kew. It is It cane of weedy
growth, but evidently possessing abundant vitality, and may
possibly make a seed parcn t of some val ue. It analysed 'high-
er t'han the Burke cane, giving 15.67 per cent sucrose and 1.47
pel' cent glucose.
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The analyses of the various samples examined, are included
in ithis report as a, Recordof the work of the Botanical Depart-
ment. Only those columns are reproduced however, which
i:elate to the work of 1800, and the specific gravity has been.
deleted of the last two figures, the first foul' being sufficient for
use in calculating "relative value." 'I'he tables are further
necessary, as continuing the history 'of the work.
In currying out theexperiments, pains have been taken to
note the maternal parent of the seedlings, and it has been
found that seeds from seedlings, show a larger amount of
variation. than seeds taken from standard vaiieties ; a point
which 'has been already noted and acknowledged by our fellow
workers in Demerara, Messrs. Jenman & Harrison, and follow,
ed by them witu equal success.
'I'he seedlings (n-om seed of November, 1898) have grown
well, but they have had to endure the most 'piercing th-ough t
experienced for many years, and some of them are backward
and may not be ready f'or the examination of May, HlQO.
The cuttings ("plants") taken from those tested for the first
time this year, also met with great hardship from the same
cause, and inane 01' two cases, not a cutting in the row sur-
vived, although regular waterings were given. 'I'his is some-
what unfortunate; as it will probably drop a few of the num-
bel'S from the next examination, but all of the best are alive.
Sevci-a l of the beds 'of seedlings 'of 1807 were cut over, after
making selections of plants for examination, and have been
allowed toratoon, with the view of ascertaining whether as
ratoons any of the plants condemned would make a better
show than as seedlings. ,From present appearances it is be-
lieved ,that the great majority were rightly condemned on the
"first failure."
The sucrose pprcentage is one point with which the i-aiser
has to deal. the percentage of jnice is another, and yield per
acre is third. 'I'hese points have been well discussed in previ-
ous reports.vand in Bulletin No. 20, other points have been
added of ueru-ly equal importance to the first three. In the
article ref'erred ,to, the yield pel' acre was placedat first among
the standpoints of the cu ltivator and manufacturer.
1 Good cropper.
2 Upright grower (does not fall).
:~ Sucrose yield.
4 High vitalrty.
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5 Non-li.ahility to disease.
G Fair fibre in megass,
'{ High percentage of juice.
S Early maturity.
'9 .Easlly crushed (mills well).
lO.Juice easily clarified.
11 F'lin ty rind.
12 Ratoous well.
All these points belong to, the oultivatocund manufacturer,
and it will be seen that they coyer the three dealt with by the
ehemist, in Nos, 1, 3 and 7.
It will he notod that all those mentioned are good qunlities,
but tlu-re arc qurte as many bad qualities which have to he
cousidvrcd ; and hpf:id('f; this, there at-e the elements of cluuice,
clioic« and lil'ejll(lice, all of which have an important bear-ing in
('al'l'ying out exper-iments in ]'aising new stra ins of plants,
It is luu-dlv n('('l'f;SaI'y to rt-pea t that the prinuu-y object of
all tho exppl'inH'J1Ih, is to s(,('11I'e vru-k-tics of cane g'idng' higllPT
returns than t-llP oldel' kinds; and it cannot. I think, be denied
that we ar« Iaii-lvon the way to a successful issue. when we
a]'e nhle ('0 publish a sclel'!'ioll of nine v.uivl it'''' showim; a
yivl d or- 0\'(']' ::W Pl']' ('pllt sur-rns«, ("hl'('!' of which gave ()\"PI' ~1
PPl' ('('11'1" and t wvntv-ninr- ot hot-s 'showing- a viel d ])('I'\\,epn 1~
a nd ~n pel' ('cnl.
'1'aki,ng in HH' manner usunl lv 1'01l0wl'<1 h~- pl:l1I(,!'S in psti,
nurtirur va.lu«. ninety vn ricties of spl'dlings wort- r-xam ined. of
which wr: find ~:-\ «nuos giving 11101'(-' than ~ lbs 1)('1' g'a llun, and
01](' giYing as 'high as :.?':14- Ihs IlPl' gallon, (1'1' ~1.41 Pl'I' cr-ntof
Sn('I'mW,
Looking to the oi-igiu of the f,w]l'l'!'pd seedl ings as shown in
thl' «nlu mundded fOl' the PIlIT)OSC', the following pm'('Hhll_W is
f'ound: ~('ypn (l'l'lI OJ) 1'1'0111 n 170; Twel vo (1~) l'rrnu n !l:);
'I'wentv-six (~!i) from n lO~: Six (n) f'rom D 102; Thl'('p (::) frrnu
n SO; Fi\'(, (G) f'rnm n 7.1; Six W) 1'1'0111 D 11 G: Fo11l' (-1) f'i-om D
llG; Our- (1) from Born-hou : FOIH' (,1) 1'1'0111 nl'1I\pl'm"iI s('(·(l; One
0) fr-om X;lg"1 B,; F01l1' (-1) f'rom TIarbarJo(,R S(,prJ: '1'\\'0 (~'I from
]) 1O!l; a lid Ou« (1) f'rnm '1' 3,
F'rom ihps!' s ta tis til's, H is ser-n tlui I" n 1O~ has 11 varlr-ties,
n 170 has 7 v.u-k-ties, nil!) ·has ;) vat-ieties, nud n 74- one
Yal'jdy, g'i\'·illg" '0\'1']' 20 por cent viold of SIlI'I'OSp, FI'o1l\ this it:
might he inf'et-rr-d that D lO:.? wasfhr- be-st l':ln(' pal'pnt, hut
this is hv 110 1I1p:lnR the cusr-: Irn- tlu- fad is, that tlu-ro were
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more seedlings raised of that parent, and evidently a greater
chance 'of it producing goodseedlings. D 102, ,the parent, has
been this year condemned, (In account 'of its Ji.a,bility to dis-
ease, and poor yield, after a trial of four years.
Some of the canes showing a yield below 20 per cent may
prove better canes for planters than thosesho,wing higher
results, This will probably be due ,to ,nhe fact of their not be-
ing ripe at the time 'of examination, and, therefore, unequally
matched against au earlier ripening variety, It is impeeative,
therefore, before finally rejecting a cane ,to grow it land test it
on the 'plan of 15 months growth, as is done 011 estates, 01' at
least Itoc,ollsider its age, before comparing it with other
growths,
It should be notedthat all the older varieties, are 'Of Deme-
rara 'origin, and since they were raised, others have been pro-
duced which are said to take precedence ,of any previously
raised in 't'he colony, I am glad to 'be able to record that estate
experiments with No. 95 have proved that cane at least equal,
if not superior, to the Bourbon. Some acres having been
grown at Bt-echin Castle by Mr. Greig, and the results care-
fully tabulated by it properly qualified chemist.
Mr. J. R. BoveII very kindly sent me in December, 18!}8, six
canes raised in Barbadoes, B 147, B 156. B 208, B 254, B 306,
and B 347. Of these No. 147 shows a great want of vitality,
while No. B 15fi 'has shown itself to be a good dry weather
cane. "We also received from Mr. G. So Jenman, of the Botanic
~ns, Demffal'U, tIlT'toe his va;rieties, represented by Nos.
D 625, D 711, rand 721. One 'Of these is a very fine ye . ow cane.
These will stand for examination in l\flax next. In return we
have sent lUI'. Bovell some cuttings of our best seedlings for
trial, namely, Xos. T 87, T 100, T 19, T 21, T 24, T 30, T 39, and
'I' 77. 'I'hcref'ore. lUI'. Bovell has plants of the richest canes ~x­
amined this year, and one with th« highest amount of glucose,
H will be very interesting to note how these canes answer in
Barbados. Nos. T 77, and '1' 87, both showeu over 21 pel' cent
of sucrose in Iih is year's trials, while T 100 showed 4.!l7 pel'
cent of glucose, and 11.47 pel' cent 'of sucrose.
\Yith regard to disease, there is little to report. The cane
fungus was presen r, but did little '01' no damage 'as rIle season
was not one fa vournble ,to its spread. The moth borer did
sonu- sIig:ht damage earl." in the season, bnt Cocculcoc were
vonsp icuous by t1wir at)SI'n('I~,
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I respectfully submit that the experiments have made satis-
factory progress, and that the data now ascertained give
promise of fur-ther success.
----:0:----
DISEASED CANE AND GUMMING IN QUEENSLAND.
That the sugar industry in Queenslandj,s in a bad way is
evident from the published annual returns of the small yield
of sugar per acre for several years past, which has varied
" from one and a half to nearly two tons per 'acre. The mills
are said to be among the best that are made, and the farm as
well as the factory work is carried on by men who have had
long experience in the business. The main trouble seems to
be in the cane itself, and it may be that the soil is of a char-
acter not suited totheplant, 'or that it needs in-igatlon. Still
great efforts have been made to secure the 'best of seed cane
from other countries, the result, so far, being still very un-
satisfactory, A writer in the Queensl'and Sugar Journai, whom
we take to be 'a planter, gives ,the following report of his trou-
bles find experiences. The communication was evidently
written before Dr. Maxwell's arrival:
Editor Sugar Journal :-This year again on every side we
heal' complaints 'Of the trouble experienced in manipulating
the juice, caused by diseased cane and gumming and the diffi-
culties to ,the chemicalstaff and others to cope with it success-
fully. 'I'lris is not an experience of today or yesterday, but 'one
that 'has been going on for some years P3St and all efforts ito
eradicate it scienfiflcul ly have fia!iled. The general opinion
arrived at by those best qualified to judge declares that the
only absolute remedy is in the field, where by 'a change and
more careful selection of seed for plants and a modern system
of cultiva t ion, success would be assured. Common sense must
endorse this opinion and the important question of the extra
cost of growing that would thereby follow .is not so alarming
if we consider the increased yield and the better qualjtyof
cane that would surely be the resul t. On the other 'hand there
is eyer)' evidence that disease is yoai-lv assuming nlarmlng
propor-tions, which may yet by its perpetuatiou seriously crip-
ple the indnstry unless some timl'!,v remedy is applied. Vari-
ous reasons may be 'assigned for this, hut the main cause is
the c-ontluunl cropping of the land without rest, change or
aha I('menl, «ontrm-v to the laws of Yegeta'vion and nature.
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The system of paying' for cane by weight, irrespective of qual-
ity, has largely contributed to this position, and until pay-
ment by sugar content alone becomes universal no improve-
ment need be looked for, except as already stated bJT a better
method of cultivation and practiealsupervision, of which the
system of paying by sugar contents must in time forcibly com-
pel ·the adoption.
Some little while ago two meetings were held at the insti-
gation of the influential sugar men in this neighborhood for
the purpose of inviting Dr. Maxwell, of Honolulu, to the dis-
trier, to inspect and advise what should be done in the field
with a view of recuperating the c..me crop. 'I'his is strong
evidence that these gentlemen are quite alive to the urgen t
necessity of something being done, and it is Ito be Iioped that
their object will meet with success. If, however, Dr, Maxwell
should not come at all, is the matter to be dropped and the
ra vages of disease allowed to continue? I confess to being
somewhat sceptical of the success of Dr. Maxwell's visit since
it would be only a flying- one, as to do any real aood it would
be necessary tha the should remain for so-me time-to instruct
aIHl supervise. The idea seems tobe to estn.hlish experinicntal
stations each in charge of an expert, but if we take Mackay
expci-lmeutnl vstatiou as an example vof Queensland expert
knowledge, the Dr, must procure men hom Honolulu or else-
where. Even then success may be doubted, as without -n su-,
pervisiug head with all the experience and ab ilities of Dr,
Maxwe-ll, there is nothing to IH'cYCn'l the scheme failing. It
is Dr, ~laxwell-that is believed in und that -is wanted. at least
for snell a time as would enable him to successfully estnbl ish
tlu-s« sta lions 1I11l1 Sl'P tlla j the PXI)(~l'Is who had been uppoin Ivd
to supervise them had the confidence of the gl'OWCJ'S uud were
thoro nghlv cnpnblt-, and this I Blink is not a I all likely to Ill'
attn ined and sa t;isfadorily completed during' a short visi t,
Meanwhile. and in the direutiou, indicated, a very decided
Improvement if not indeed a remedy for the disease may Ill'
obtained by taking' ndvairtage of or acting on the uuifcrm
term "fit for manufnoture into sugar" contained in all cane
agreements, whilst the additional term "propel' oultivation,'
not uncommon in others, still farther strengthens the hands
of the mill owners, These terms are unmistakable and have
only one mpml'ing and it seems strange that they are not in-
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sisted upon in view 'o,f the disastrous results tha:t are now be-
, ing experienced. Not insisted upon in an arbitrary vexatious
way, but in an amicable conciliatory spirit. Notwithstanding
the terms of the agreement mentioned and which the growers
have 'so long been, to their cost, gratuitously allowed to ig-
nore, it is said that they would not permit of any kind of inter-
ference with ,their work. It is not, however, here suggested to
interfere but to advise, and in such a way, armed with the re-
sults of their own efforts as will appear later, Hmt 'so far from
resenting they would welcome and appreciate any effort made
toIiettee their condition, since to them H means absolutely
nothing else, and would cost them nothing. By this means the
manufacturers and growers would come into closer contact
with each other to the decided advantage of both, and it is
this wantof 'touch that is in a very great measure responsible
for disease and crop failures now so common. There is no
better proof of this than 'the fad that on large estates where
growing and mnnufucturing are combined, they are by com-
parison f'ah-ly free f'rom these evils, and where they do exist
immediate steps are taken to prevent them spreading. This
is at once Iuconcestible proof of the value of being in close
touch with the grower, and the reason simply lies in the fact
tha t these comb ina tions-c-their interes ts being Wen ticnl-s-take
more care in ,the selection of 'Plants, and by 'their system of
work naturally succeed in propagatlng 'a healthier cane than
.. can be produced underother coudibions.
If then the words of the agl'ecment rcfening to caul' fit fur
mnnufuctnre and propel' cultivation are not I1'ttel'l~' meaning-
less. lr-t us see what should b(~ done to give ctred to rhem, not
by iu terfvreru-« but by obsei-va tionnnd advice.'l~lw duties of
a cuue inspector, understood in thestTietest sense, ar'(~ hig-hly
OIlI'rOUS, as I sha 1I proceed to show, and everv mill owner and
grower \\'110 lIlay desir-e to run on more 111'0d01'n and economical
lines will no doubt f!y[l,Sp the position. Every fal'lllPr who in-
tends to grow cane for a mill should have his land and cul-
tivu tion eru-efully inspected and described. Measurements
should be made of each block cultivated, the variety of cane
gr-own, its age and condition noted. and whether plants, re-
plants, 01' ratoons ; a description of the cnl tiva tion g"l'neraIly
adopted ascertained, and if manured the quality and quantity
applied per acre, how applied, and the prevailing weather
when the work was done, the age also when the cnne was cut
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and thetonnage-obtained per acre; the whole to be recorded
for future reference, In taking the measuremerrt ,M the land.
under cultivation in the first instance a t-ough sketch or plan
ofthe farm 'should be made, and this in turn transferred to the
mill sketch 'book, The oi-igina! plan and measuretnemt being
made it would then be only necessary each slackseaaon 'to
note any changes, and correct the original accordingly; in-
spection to be made some time before cutting, and an estimate
submitted 'of Ithe probable yield for the season, and arrange-
ments made generally for 'harvesting the 'crop. The econom-
ical distribution and 'handling of the tramway plant would
wI-so have attention. The accounts in connection with pay-
ment of cane would be 'seen to, and advances recommended on
growiug crop if necessary; 'strictly understood such are an
inspector's duties, and it is obvious that if faMhfully carried
out in every detail, must of necessity keep the mill in close
tOUGh with :t:he grower and his work, and prove a fund of
valuable information 'rut all times available to both.
But it may be said ,this is all mere data; how can this grow
cane and better our position'! It is f1'Omt!he want of data
that areas 'of land are persistently 'cultivated and money lost;
it is the Wiant of data tha.t prevents the grower from gaining
that knowledge which instructs him as to the val ne of his
work and protects his best interests, and it is the want of data
that makea every grower think ,hi,s own way of work superior
and no two 'of the same opinion; and so ~,t is the want of data'
that is largely responsible for the present unhealthy condition
of cane and poor crops. N'O man would wilfullycultivate dis-
eased cane, but with data ,to guide 'him he may avoid it, whilst
without it he is groping in the dark, Moreover it is this con-
spicuous want of daita tbnt w-ill much handicap Dr. Maxwell
in preparing 'his report, and the only data that he can procure
is the statistical inf'orrna'tion of the colony published annually,
and which for his purpose is of little value since the subject
is necessarily dealt with 'in a purely superficial manner. The
C.RR. Co.. wiH be able to furnish detailed working data Irom
their reports, but of what use is this to the Dr. Ito enable him
to at-rive 1U!t a general view of the whole question, when the C.
S.n. Co.·s wonk is not and cannot be any crlterion 'of the work
done to the cane by all those engaged 'in the Jndustry. '1'0 be
able to make this statement without fea,r of contradiction is
in i,tself strong evidence of the hap-hazard and irregular
..
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method of work carried on which is responsible fOT the deplor-
-able condition 'of theagricultura:lside of ·the industry at the
present time. Then what data do the growers keep? None;
and beyond the welght 'o,f cane tal,en for payment, there is
absolutely no data of any kind, so that there is nothing to
guide the growers a's to the 'advantages or disadvantages of
performing cer-tain woekat certain periods on certalu blocks
under certain conditions ; dnformation tlrat if placed 'on record
would save them money and unremunerative toil. Surely
there are no growers so arrogant and independent that would
deem H interference to have this informution gratuitously pro-
vided them by the mill'? Assuming then thatall thesecondi-
tions are fulfilled so as to enable the work to be carried out
to the sntisfaction of all concerned, we "have yet to consider
another important feature, not the least of those already dealt
with.
Jt is well-known that the more expedbtiously the cane is
treated at the mill after being cut the better, as deterioration
immedirutely sets in, yet the avoidable delay is as .a rule far
away in excess of what should be permitted. In the busy ex-
citement of work when in full swing it is somewhat difficult to
notice an excess of cut cane, and so long as the juice continues
to work safisfnctoi-ily everyone is satisfied. When, however,
difficulties set in by n-eating bad juice, closer attention is
paid; individual canes are pulled from the trucks and can-iei-,
cut, sliced and examined, and -itma;y be a magnifylng glass
applied to trace disease ·01' gum if not visible .to the naked eye,
and the general opinion arrived at that the cane is diseased.
'I'he excess of cut cane, however, a-s probably contributing to
the trouble. is never thought of, bu t letn-serrous breakdown
take place and we have then at least part of the mischief re-
vealed by discovering that there are four or five days cane eu t
ahead of the da.ily supply required, therefore we have every
l'eaS011 to presume that this i-s going on throughout the whole
season .. 'Phis iuay or may not be altogether the result: of in-
competency. but: it bears certainly that complexion; however,
it is unpardonable no matter whrut 'tlH' reason may be, and
there is a grea.t deal of it. The loss caused by this excessive
.;, cutting is very serious not alone to the grower in weight by
shrinkage of the cane while lying exposed in ,the field, but to
the mill also in sugar to a much more alarming extent, to
which muet be added the cost of manufacture, aggravated by
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the knowledge that it was preverstible. All these irregular-
ities and troubles are within the scope of a competent inspec-
tor to eliminate.
J. Y. B.
----:{):----
OlW88JLLN ({; BROS.' VIEWS ON THE COFFEE J1IillUCET.
New Y.ork, October :_nst, lSnfl.
Deal' Sir,~'l'he condbtions which has led to the lower values
ofcoff'ee ill Brazil were primarily the high prices in the Na- e
tional currency there, which showed such an alluring profit
to tlu- planters that they increased the area under coffee cul-
tivu tiouto such an extent as to make a crop of 10,000.000 bags
in Rion nd Snntosa natural result. Even this is not consid-
ered a rel'/I large crop under existing circumstances.
The high currency prices in Brazil w ere the natural result
of tlu- contlnucd decline in the rate of aterl ing exchange there,
comme-nt-Ing with the overthrow of Don Pedro in 18Sn,
when nIP valueof the Milreis was above 27 pence, while now
it 'is only seven pence.
Over-production of coffee differs considerably from over-
production 01' surplus of almost every other kind of staple.
Outside speeulutors probahlv do not realize that while wheat,
curn and cotton have to be planted every season, the coffee
tree after the first four or five yearsbears fruit and continues
to do so season after season for many years. 'I'hey also do
not realize 'that surplus coffee cannot be diverted into other
channels of consumption, like corn and cotton are Hable to
when prices nre very low. Even at very low prices, the con-
sunrption of coff'ce cannot be increased to anything like the
e-xtent of fhe present enormous production, and there is abso-
lu tely no way to improve values permanently, except b,Y cur-
tnilment of production. This latter can be brought about in
Brazil by doubling up the present sterling valueottlie }I:Iilreis
and consequent relative reduction in the currency price. Now,
in view of financial conditions in Brazil, when no tangible im-
provement has resulted from the three years' moratorium in
the payment of -their coupons, it is too much to expect that
Brazilian finances can be improved sufficiently to double up
the present sterling rate for the Milreis ; the more so', as the
entire element of planters and agriculturalists are stubbornly
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opposed to au advance in the 'Sterling rate. 'I'herefoi:e, a cur-
tailmentof production is now contingent upon constant lower
prices for coffee in consuming countries until the same reach a
basis that would force the Milrcis value 'in Brazil down from
its present range 'of about 40 l\:IilJ'eis pel' bag, to 30 Milreis or
less per bag.
From experienced coffee merchants in Brasil we under-
stand that a price of 30 Milrclsor less, pel' bag, might seri-
ouslyfnterfere with fui-ther cultivation and actually tend to
a neglect of plantations now existing to an appreciable extent'.
. Unfortuna tely, for the achievement vof such results. con-
suming markets have persistently encouraged Brazil to kc('p
up the increased 'production of coffee by repeated effor-ts to
raise values in the face of continued accumulations of stocks,
lower rates of exchange and high Milreis prices for the «off'ee
in Brazil. Every eftoi-tof this nature has postponed the ]HJS-
sibi li ty of reaching a sound marketvor rnother words getting
down to a pi-ice where curtailment of production would natur-
ally follow. Advances based upon anything else can he only
tempomrv and ultimately cause more disaster and lower
pricvs than would otherwiseoccur.
'I'he world's visible supply of coffee on October 1st was
8,03G,55G bags, us against the highest flguresof the world's
visible two yeats ago-November 1st, lSD7, G,24G,DDH bags (in
a crop which turned out 10-} million bags in Rio and Santos).
During thrut month 'of N ovember the lowest figures were
reached, and in Havre and Hamburg they were several fn11H'8
'and pfennlgs, respectively, lower than the)' are today, not-
withstanding that in the meantime an enormous addition hns
been made -to :the visible supply, and a very large increase
taken place in the stocks in the iluter-ior (invisible supply);
in addition to which a fina-ncial weakening has been in Pl'O-
cess umoug the cofl'ee trade in all the seaports of Europe and
the United Sta:tes, which certainly has not tended to increase
the carrying capacity.
Reports from Braz-il are uniform in stnttng that the pros-
pects of the next crop are as favourable as can possibly he
expected, so fa,r as the season has advanced.
To illustrate how great the desire is to create higher values
for coffee, reasonably 'or 'otherwise, we .need only to refer to
the 'advance which was made in the coffee markets on 'I'hurs-
day last 'on the reports of the appearance of the Bubonic
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plague at Santos. Only the wildest imagination could con-
strue such a feature into a bull 'argument, as isolated cases 'of
this dnsease have appeared in seaports elsewhere, without
interfering with commence in the least, and certainly cannot
.cause any disturbance in the cultivation or movement of
coffee in the interior. I't may, 'ho'Wev~er, add to the demo-
ralization in exchange !in Brazil, which is a decided bear
argument. Such unhealthy speculative experiments like the
one we refer to have been attempted, unfortunately, several
times before, but they have a.lways resulted in disastrous
failures, rendering conditions finally so much weaker.
It 'has been claimed by Brazilian merchants that many
large planters wish to continue raising large crops at low
prices, as it is their desire to Itry 'and kill the competition of
other coffee-growing countries and thus acquire a monopoly
for Brazil coffee. This idea is entirely impracticable, as
other countries will learn bow topractice economy if Brazil
can succeed on-that principle.
We understand Brazilian planters are now raising their
necessary cerealaugain, like com, rice, beans, etc. This is
truly the first step towards successfully raising large crops of
coffee at low prices for the product.
Necessity is a good teacher to all mankind, and Brazilians
have no monopoly of that experience. Planters in Venezuela,
Central America, 'Vest Indies and elsewhere can learn and
profit by it the same as Brazil, and in spite of continued talk
of decreased plantations or tsma.ller 'Prodnctionof cotIee in
other countries than Brazil, <the total exports from such coun-
tries last year were in excess of the previous season, notwith-
standing the small crop in Jnva. While a shortage may
occur in 'one section, district or country, there is a com pen-
sat'ing increase elsewhere, ,so that the total of 'one year is as
large as another, if not larger. Economic achievements of
iaising large crops at low prices have been well demonstrated
in respect to sugar, cotton, corn, etc, Low prices resulting
from over-production mnv remain more or less permanent,
and Brazil as well as other coffee countries will learn the
lesson Ito produce coffee at a price which heretofore has been
considered unprofitable.
We can see Ina way out of present condittons, except by
pntiently waiting until the production shows signs of decren sr-
..
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-until natural causes bring about a reduction of supplies,
and fromaill appearances such results' are a long WRy off.
W. H. CROSSMAN & BRO.
-Maclms Pnbl'ic Opinion.
-----:0:----
THE YANKEE- TN TROPICAL AGRICULTURE.
By Frederick V. Coville,
Chief Botanist ,M the Department of A&:ricuHure.
N. Y. -Independent.
Soon after ,the University O>f Ohicago was estabblshed, a
certain Eastern professor was invited to the new institution.
.Just before his final departure tor Chic-ago, however, Ihis col-
leagues g-ave him a farewell dinner, atwhich he described in
glowing terms the new Western university, and declared ,to
the mingled surprise and amusement 'Of his :hearers that in
Ohieago, more than in amy other place he knew-and he !had
traveled widely-was to be found the real home ofcultnre.
During the friendly banter that followed tlris declaration 'one
M his Eastern colleagues remarked, with a deeply-shaded
twinkle, that judging by all precedents 'in the Instory -O'r Chi-
cago, Iber rapid growth, her world's fair, drainage canal, 'and
'other civic insnitutlons, 'he Ihad not the slightest doubt that
when Chicago took up "cuHure" she would make it "hum."
In t'his same spit-st I feel safe in 'pl'ediC'ting that when the
Yankee is firmly established in the 'tropics he will make trop-
ical agriculture '''hum.'' This should not be received as a
piece of cock-sure Americanism, of which we heal' too much,
hut rather as something amply demonstrated by some pa-st
experiences which I purpose no relate, It is not 1)(~ be ex-
pected that agriculture in Porto Rico, for example, will re-
habilitate itself in an immediate 'or spectacular manner, but
that the new life and energy put into 'it will after a peI'iod
of years show results 'of tbe most striking character. If this
does not prove {rue all signs fail.
Improvement in tropicafngvlculture due to American ac-
tivity will manifest itself in 'Popularizing, bettering and cheap-
ening tropic-al products. Probably no clearer example of the
successful popularization of any group of agricu ltum.l pro-
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ducts ean be found than that recently achieved by 1'he fruit
growers of Southern Oalifornia. A decade ago it began to
be appreciated by Eastern men, who hrudbeen ubtracted to
Southern California, tJh'a,t if its wonderful fruit-producing C3;P-
acities were ever to become a source of large profit a market
in the great centersof population must besecur'ed. 11'0 secure
that Eastern market it was necessary to make Califomia fruit
more attraculve than that produced anywhere else. These
Oa1'i:fot
'nia Yankees, therefore, deliberaitely and systematically
set to work to accomplish rthis. They had much to contend
wlth. Califoenia fruit had a had reputation, because unscru-
pulous dealers 'had made inferior shipments. '1~he growers
held meetings and discussed the whole problem until all 'the
influential men thoroughly understood how i!hey must pro-
ceed. Associations were formed through which the growers
became their own shippers. They devised new systems of
packing by which the fruit was notonly better preserved, but
by its dainty appearance it attracted {'he attention of buyers.
Transcontinental freight mites had been excessive. 'I'he grow-
ers asked themilroad companies for lower rates, bucking their
demand with wubstantial proof that unless 'it was met the
development of the country would be stifled and the railroads
themselves be the chief sufferers in consequence, Lower rates
were granted. The accidental stalling of a freight train some-
where outhe long journey it was round would cause such a
delay aseei-loualy to injure the fruit, causing loss to t~leD
growers and detracting fr-om the good name of the Cali-
fomia 'products. This uncertainty in the time of tmnsit had
also developed a practice of picking fruit in such 'an unduly
immature stage that it never acquired t'he natural flavor. 'I'he
fast refrigeratoc frei~ht train was the remedy for this difficul-
ty. It ran 'on a regular schedule, and carried a. box of 'peaches
to New York almost as fast as a passenger :0'1' a sack 'of m-ail
by the l'l~g\1lar trains. Finally, in some districts, a system <if
'inspection has been perfected 'through which fruit t'ha t does
not come up to Ithe 'required standerdcannot 'be shipped. The
result of all these endeavors has been the marvelous ex/pan-
sion of the 'California fruit industry. Is thereany reason why
with good pa('Jki~g, cold storage, 'and swift steamers, the
guava, the mango, the avocado. and a dozen 'Other tropical
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fruits should not be made as plentiful on OUi' tables as the
pineapple, the 'banana, and the Oalifornia pear?
'In the betterment of agricultueal products in the United
States the exercise of Yankee Inventiveness has by no means
been confined to machinery. Ma.ny .thousands 'of new varieties
of fruits and vegetables 'have been invented by our Inodicul-
turists and our agricul'turists. As with machinery, these in-
vr-n tions ·m·e sometimes -the result of accident or of ill-directed
«xr-i-tion, bucof'tencr, especially in recent years, the achieve-
ments have been the result of -trained Investigation. The
iuvestigu 1'01' sets 'out to produce 'a fruit of specified qualities,
with a certain color and form, for instance, capable of with-
standing a certain climate, of la-rge productiveness of good
HaY-01', of satlsfnctorv packing 'qualities, and ripening at a
particular time. He chooses suitable parent -plants for cross-
bl'l:'Nling: he bi-iugs theoffspring to maturity, by hundreds or
hv Li}l'Ousands, discards the undesirable ones,and by a long
process of careful selection, and when necessary by further
cross-breeding, he finally turns out a fruit of the required
chnructeristics, a new hor-ticultural invention.
'.£1hil·ty years ago the Florida orange was still unborn.
During that period hundreds ·of vaeieties have been evolved 'on
F'lorida soil, purely It:'he result of intelligent Amer-ican activi-
ty. A 'hundred 'of these at least Jiave -superior anerit. In
grapes we have developed in less than a century from a few
wild American species, originally sour 01' musky, an almost
endless series of delicious products. In a somewhat longer
period we 'have given American applesa world-wide reputa-
tion, developing from a tree of Old World origin -alt least-three
thousand well estahlished varieties. Amer-ican strawben-ies
are unmatched in Europe, and we are fast following with the
blackberry, t-he dewberry, and the red plum.
However mnchshall be accomplished by Annerlcans in
popularizing 'and Improving the agricultural products of the
tropics, the most impoetant effect 'Of American activity will
probably lie in the cheapening 'of these products. The appli-
cation of machinery in agriculture, paeticularly the substitu-
{ion of machine work for hand labor, is an art in which the
American, ~S compared with The Europeanvstands pre-em!
nent. According to Mulhall, the value ofthe agrlcultural pro
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ducts pel' capita 'of the agricultural population in Europe in
the ~'ear 1887 was $215,wh:ile for the United States it was
$425. The efficiency of run agr-lcultural laborer in the United
Btates in other words, 'or 'his capacity for production, is double
that 'orf 'the agricul tnral laborer 'of Europe. 'I'lris difference is
undoubtedly due chiefly to the wider and more intelligent use
of improved agricultul'ul implements in America, The Am-
erican laborer having achieved these results is ever on the
aleet for further Improved machines and better methods of
using them. '
I recently visited a logging camp in the tide-land jspruce
region of the Oregon coast. This large tree furnishes 'saw-
logs from foul' to eight feet in diameter. Logs 'of 'this size
are 'hoard'to manage by the ox 'and 'skid-road employed in the
pineries of MJic'higan and Wisconsin, and, curiously enough,
on our way to the logging camp we .passed am abandoned skid-
roadyovergrown with grass and briers. Instead, the machine
that was hauling the logs out 'of the woods was a donkey-en-
gineetationed on the bank 'of a small stream 'opposite the
point where the 'h'ees were being felled. An endless wire
cable extended 'across 'tihe stream 'a quarter ora mile into the
great forest beyond. The loggers were felling an avenue of
trees along 'this cable, cutting the 'trunks into saw-logs of suit-
able length, attaching them by enormous grips to the cable,
and dragging them by sheer' force through underbrush, rotten
logs and stumps into the stream. Itwas rough, f,ast wonk,
but 'it paid well. The ox 'and the skid-roadhad been passed
by in 't'he I'fLCe.
In the manufacture of cane sugae probably the most impor-
tant 'advance 'of 'recent years is due to 'an American invention,
The sugary juice is extracted from 1!he cane by passing t'he
stems between heavy steel rollers, and It'he crushed refuse,
known as bagasse, is used fur fuel in the engines that i-nn the
sugar-mill machinery. Sugar-cane producers do not follow
the 'so-called diffusion method of removing the 'sugar-essen-
tially 'a leaching pl'ocess- so generally adopted for rhe 'sugar
beet, because the bagasse would be full of water and could
not be used for fuel. But this 'refuse 'Us it comes from the
rollers is still moist, and before vbe invention of which I will
speak it was the practice ,to cart H away to an adjacent field,
dry it in the sun, and haul it ba-ck to 'l:ihe engines. This neces-
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sitated the continued and expensive use of worts, mules and
men. A system has now been devised by which the bagasse is
taken dir-ectly from the roller's ona conveyor, '01' narrow mov-
ing platform, and dumped into a 'specially constructed fire-box,
which is of lur'ge dimensions, furnished with an 'air blast, and
so arranged that the bagasse becomes ava'ilable fool' fuel at
once, .drying 'as it burns. By this system a large mill dis-
penses with two hundred men, their mules, wagons 'and tools,
andsubstitutes othis simple machinery with two men to look
after it. The process, now in use on the large Ouban 'sugar
estates has made an tmportant reduction in the cost 'of manu-
facturingsugar. The 1:ligib grade of efficiency of. the sugar
mills in the Hawaiian Islands and in Cuba is generally due to
American industry land enterprise,and had tts beginning on
the sugar plantations 'of Louisiana.
Manufacturers and dealers in coffee machinery say that the
American inventions in their line are confined to .such ma-
chinery a's is used in handling coffee after it reaches Iilhe coun-
try of consumption, Thios issigniflcarrt, as is also the remark
that from the 'condition in which coffee is received at OUT
home ports there Isevddently room f'or .'impl"ovement in the
coffee-cleaning machinery nnw used in the countries of pro-
duction, -'It is interesting to note here that the Hon. James
Wilson, the present Secretary of Agriculture, has made the
prediction t!lmot before many years coffee will retail in the
United HuMes 'at ten c~nts a pound.
Rice is grown in thesWoamp lands ·of tropical or subtropical
regions, and on account vof the submerged character of the
land the rrpe grain must be reaped with a sickle. The cost of
hand labor in the 'harvesting has been so gremt that rice-grow-
ing in i!he excellent rice lands vof 'our Southern States
has not been profitable and the United States has been
impocting rice and rice flour to the value of two to four
million dollars annually. The Southern Pacific Railway,
'about 1880,opened up 'a peculiar prairie regi'on in South-
western Louisiana known as the Lake Charles District, which
at ,that time was almost unused agriculturally. Some keen
men, however, decided to attempt a new sort of rice cultiva-
tion. They 'built up ridges 'of earth abont vseotions of ithe
prairie, flooded these areas with water pumped up from wells,
and planted t-lce. When the rice crop is about to mature the
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- water is drawn off and the land allowed to dry. A reaming
machine is then put to work on the field, and the crop is
harvested by machinery like other gradn crops. The plowing,
too, for the next yeac's sowing is done while the land is drain-
ed, 'and thus more effective preparation and fertilization of the
ground is possible. -The profits from this new method of cul-
tivartion 'have been eminently satisfactory, and unles-s unfore-
seen limitations arise all the rtce used in the United S1;,a,te8
will 'be grown in this way.
. An fllustrationof the 'opportunities in tropical agriculture
is nfforded by 'l'be vanilla. plarrt, Em'ly in the present cen-
tury this was introduced into the Island of Bourbon. It grew
luxuriantly but it produced no fruit, until it was disoovered
about 1840 thet cross-pollination was a prerequiel te to the
development 100f 'pods, "beans." A..s soon 'as the practice of
hand pollination was generally adopted vanilla cnl'tlvation
rapidly 'increased, and now has assumed large importance in
Mauri.tius, Bourbon, the Seychelles, and other islands about
Miadagascar. The present annual product of ,these lsl'ands has
a value of about $1,000,000. 1"1he heavy item of expense if! the
cost 'of pollination. Each of the millions of flowers pollin-
ated must be treated singly, by 'hand. Tlhe remarkable con-
struction which appears to necessitate 'this hand pollination
in the vanilla flower is in reality, as in most other orchids,
merely an adapta.tion to cross pollination by insects. It is
clear that 'the IH'OPe<I.' insects to aecomplish this pollination
do not exist in these islands, 'but on the 01111('1' 'hand, I do not
find any record that Nle Brltisu cr French Governments 'Or
any of their 'subjects have ever attempted to introduce such
insects. I venture the prediction that if vanilla culture is
taken up in Porto Rlco 'on a commercial scale an insect, not
a Porto Ric-an or American laborer, wil'l ultimatelv do the
pollinating, and that if an insect which can do the work does
not now exist on that island,flhe Yankee will search the
earth till be finds one.
In Java and other 'islands of the East Indies gL'OWS the
mangosteen, which is pronounced by tra.velers the most deli-
cious of all fruits. It is said that a standing offer of twenty
pounds has been made to any sailor who succeeds in bring-
in'g fresh mangosteens to the English queen, and tha t the
prize 'isstiIl unclaimed. Is it too much to expect rhn.t the
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best fruits 'of the Old World tropics will be transren-ed by
American industry to the New World tropics, and that per-
haps, with the aid of 'Swift vessels and ccld atorage, it may
yet he some Yankeefarmer- who will carry mangosteens to
the Queen.
The single characteristic of American character which gives
the highest promise of pushing modern civilization into the
tropics is his home-building. The importance 01 tuis 'funda-
mental 'American ti-ajt must not be lost 'sight of by those who
establish governmental systems in 'our new possessions, an-I
more particulaely is the recognttion .of this essential to the
best agrlcultural progress. It is not to be expected that the
American will take tlheplaceof the native laborer in tropical
ugi-ic ultm-e. It is far more likely that, keeping up 'his i-eputa-
tion las of Anglo-Saxon 'stock, the American will sit in the
shade and watchtoe other man do the work. But whoever
does the work, it must be done well. The American will hold
himself in reserve, not, 'because he Js afraid to work, but be-
cause 'he must see that his men do the very best they are
capable of doing, 'Where his plantation is there will be his
home. He will escape the evil 'Of absentee ownership. The
United States, through the colonial regime, inherited their
land system from G-reat Britain, and it was not until the nine-
teenth century was more than ha.lf gone 'that we had develop-
ed a distinctly American land system. as crystallized in the
Homestead Act of lSG2. 'I'his svstem diffl''l'sin two funda.-
mental respects froan the British. -oU1' public- Inndsccoeree-
pondiug to the crown lands of the Empire, are not maintained
as a scm-co 'of publie revenue: the t:it1l~ is granted 'only in ureas
of limi ted sizo, and free of east. bu 1. with rig-id c-ondit'lons as
to residence and improvement. It astonishc» an Englishman
to lena-n tha.t the United St,ates has 'gin~n away land worth
thousands of m ill'ions of dolku-s, \Vhen the Uni ted States
gives away a pier-« of land. however, it usuallv g-ainsa set-
tler; when tho Bi-itis'h Empire sells a piece 'of land it usually
gains a landlord. As a result, in the Brltisheulontes there is
a. much ~ligihel' percentage 'of absentee In.ndownei-s, who,a's
a rule, live either in London or in the larger eolnniut ei ties.
In New South Wales and other Australian colonies no r-lass
of Icg'islation Iins been more extensivo and Importn.nt than
that for relief from a land system inherited from the mother
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country, which was wholly unsuited to the encouragement of
Immigratlon and opeemaneut rural settlement.
To, a sound land system, the lawmakers of our insular pos-
sessions should add certain 'simple measures to give addltional
incentive to rural settlement. Decentralize the government
as far as practicable. Extend municipal, county and other
local systems as fully as the inhabitants are capable of as-
suming them. Teach the fundamental American 'pl'inciple 'of
loeat self government a's we have taught jot to our immigrant
Poles and Swedes. Let the distriots be small enough so that
a man can transact his legal and public business without
making a long journey, If a planter must 'go to 'fue capital
city to vote, to record ,a deed, and to pay 11'is taxes, 'he has a
strong 'incentive to fix .his 'home there, and to make 'his resi-
deuce on. his plantation only 'transient. To this practice lQif
administrative centralisation has been due the lack of rural
settlement in nULDy a. tropical colony. For 'haH a century
New South Wales consisted of little more 'than 'a city walled
in ·by a wilderness.
Washington, D. C.
----:0:----
RErIEW OF 'l'HJiJ SUGAR 'l'RilTJB FON 1899.
1'he International Sugar Journal 'of .Ianuarv contains its cus-
tomary annual review of the sugar trade, which covers some
eighteen pages. It refers to the speculative movement in
sugar's of the past yeae, which entailed Iieavy losses on most of
those concer-ned in it. After rcf'erring to the changes that have
been adopted in the sugar trade of England, it says:
"One feature which characterises our market at the close of
the year must not be overlooked, as it is of considerable import
for the coming year's operations. It is this, that notwithstand-
ing the willingness of some German and Austrian factories to
sell the new crop of l()OO (nearly twelve months ahead) at prices
very little ill advance of present rates, few-if nny-c-purchnsers
are found. The clear deduction from 'I:his fact is that those best
able to judge do not expect any great change in values during
the year, thoug-h no doubt the advance in the bank rate has
some share in the disinclination to speculate.
"'l'he price f'or prompt beet, which in the first week of Janu-
:1I',Y, is!')!), stood at about fls. Ud. and at one time in .Iune reached
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11s. 6d., has now dropped to 9s. 2d. British West India brown,
quoted at lOs" in January, 1899, now fetches about 9s. 6d.
"There can be no doubt that consumption is everywhere in-
creasing, even though now and then the figures for the moment
seem to show a decline in sales by producers and stock-holders
or their agents and brokers. It would appear that, in view of
the exceedingly cautious action of refiners and merchants, and
of the comparative absence of speculation we can for the pres-
ent quite dismiss the once frequently referred to "invisible
stocks" as a factor in calculations. It is quite certain that the
retailer or the small wholesale dealer will not be willing to
lock up capital in storing a reserve of an article in the price of
which he expects no fluctuations that can seriously interfere
with profits, and so we may drop the idea of so-called "invisible
stocks" affecting the markets•.
"One of the most satisfactory and encouraging features of
the sugar industry is the certainty that for a number of years
a more 01' less progressive advance in the general.consumption
of the world may be confidently looked for. 'I'he figures of con-
sumption pel' head 'of the great ,producing countries of Europe
are simply rldiculoue in face of the fact, so familiar in Great
Britain and her colonies and in the United States, that sugar
is no mere luxury, but a prime necessary of vigorous healthy
life. The .expei-ience of the past year- in Germany and France
has convinced all thinking men that an enormous gain in mus-
cular activity and capability of exertion, and in recuperative
energy is to bederived fr-om a liberal consumption of sugar.
And so the two nations most directly interested in the main-
tenance of a large and thoroughly effective army are now, after
careful experiment, making arrangements for a much larger
supply than hitherto of this indispensable aliment to their sol-
diers. 'I'he extension of the greater consumption of sugar as
food may hence be looked on as certain, for the people generally
and their medical advisers will not be slow to profit by the
great object lesson which the experiments in the German and
French armies have afforded, '11() this powerful factor in the
increase of consumption must: be added the conviction, more
and more growing in the minds of all concerned, that the key
to the sol ntionof the difficult bounty question is to be looked
for in Nle du-eotionof promoting the greater use of the article
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by reducing the enormous duties which have so long stood in
the way. * .;<. .*
Looking at the position of the beet sugar industry in general,
we' think it must be admitted that not only has no ground been
lost, but that very definite progress has been made, and we see
the cultivation of the beet rapidly extending in the United
States, Italy, and Spain, being introduced with great pros-
peds of success in Roumania, being attempted in Australia,
Peru, Turkey and China, and being proposed in certain other
quarters more or less adapted to the plant, such as Argentina,
Chile, Mexico, and even once more in the United Kingdom,
where very definite and continued experiments, fully reported
on from time to time in om' pages, have pioved the possibility
of its growth in a commercially remunerative form. The ex-
traordinary scientific abiltty and experience which is now
brought to bear upon the cultivntion and manufacture of beet
sugar in all its stages renders it a doubly formidable opponent
to the cane wherever the climate favors the development of the
plant, advantages of which its great rival is to a. large extent
(excepting in Java, Louisiana, and Hawaii. and partially the
West Indies and Maur-itius) poorly possessed as regards agri-
culture, and as regards manufacture, almost totally destitute.
H is the chemist, the scientific agriculturist, and the chemical
engineer who have proved the salvation of the. beet industry
and ,,-110 are still leading it all to victory.
Cane sugar production, excepting in Java, Queensland, and
perhaps Mauritius, does not seem to have made much. if any,
advance, though it is only the unsettled state of matters in
Cuba that stands, in the way of aueuormorrs development of
production, which in the near future will completely change
the conditions of supply as regards the largest sugar consum-
ing nation of the world, and is the subject of anxious considera-
tion both in the United States themselves and in the principal
but producing countries of Europe. It may be remembered
that we discussed rather thoroughly last year the queetiou of
the effect on the Americanhome sugau industry, both cane aud
beet. The situation as regards the quantity of the beet sugar
production in the United States has changed considernbly, a
rapid development having taken place, which would have 1>('(-1\
greater but for the drought in California, which development
also appears likely 1:'0 be continuous. 'I'his fact, however, only
accentuates the danger to the American home industry Irom
..
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the possible eventual inclusion of Cuba in the United Statf'i;
and the consequent admission of her sugars duty free. The
allusions to Cuba and Poi-to Rico in- the President's message
are not very definite, but it would be. tolerably safe to assume
that Porto Rico sugars will come in on the same terms as those
of Hawaii, whilst Cuban sugars will shortly receive at least
equally favorable treatment with those of the West Indies,
with whom reciprocity treaties, according a reduction 'of about
12~ pel' cent. in the duty ,on sugar, have lately been 01' are being-
concluded, though the power given to the President in such
cases extends to .the remission of 20 pel' cent. of the duty. It is
not wise, perhaps, to indulge in prophecy where such powerful
Interests are concerned, and in connection with a country where
money so eminently means political influence, but we think the
conclusions of the two prominent authorjties whom we last
year quoted at length and summarized as follows will not be
upset. We then wrote: "It will be seen that these two very
capable authorities agree tolerably closely in considerlng that
under the most favorable supposition with regard to the polit-
ical and fiscal arrangements, the interests of the American
sugar industry will suffer indirectly, but under the supposition
of. the establishment of a customs union with Cuba or the an-
nexation of that island, they will receive a fatal blow. Also
that anyway the importation of European beet sugar will prac-
tically cease." It appears to us that the cane sugar industry
lias the most to fear from the competition 'of the Cuban produc-
tion, as the new beet sugar undertakings will receive, for a time
at any rate, the energetic support of ,the States in which they
have been set up, in the shape of State bounties, exemption
from taxation, &c. ., -r.- .,
As regards Europe, the factories in Germany, now the larg-
est sugar producing countt-y in the world, have probably done
very well this year, as will be seen from a list of the results
obtained by them in 1898-09 'given in another part of the present
number. 'I'he losses this last season"have been very few, and
mostly unimportant, as compared with those recorded pre-
viously, and in some cases the profits have been phenomenal,
and calculated to awaken a feeling 'of envy in the minds of
many of the unfortunate 'Vest India planters, whodo not enjoy
the advantages of almost unlimited capital and the best scien-
tificassistance both in cultivation and in mnnufncture, es-
pecially the latter.
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"The great event of the year in connection with the sugar
trade in the United States has been the obstinate competition
between the American Sugar Refining Company and the inde-
pendent refineries, It has gone on with increasing pertinacity
during the whole of the year under review, and notwithstand-
ing' occasional rumors of a compromise, which have lately been
revived with some probabilrty-c-possdbly 'because _ people
thought it time that such apparently needless competition
should cease,-there is really no sign 'Of a settlement having
been effectedor being near at hand. Twelve months ago we
remarked that the struggle might last for one; two, or even
three years, but that a settlement such as that which term-
inated a former similar contest, i. e., the absorption 'of the inde-
pendent refineries' by the so-called "Truat," was hardly so prob-
able in the present case. 'I'he great commercial combinations
known as "Trusts," are certainly from an abstract point of view
illegal in the United States, and the last Presidential message
not only indicates in detail certain points connected with the
present state of things. but distinctly characterizes these or-
ganizations as evil, and suggests immediate action by Congress,
In conformity with this suggestion aBill has been introduced
into the Senate with the object of the suppression of trusts.
We do not anticipate any danger to the "Trusts" from this or
from any action likely to be taken by the President or his
party, and we look forward with tolerable certainty to once
more discussing, if necessary, the action of the American Sugar
Refining Oompany twelve months hence. It would be expect-
ing too much to suppose that a President who. largely owes his
position to great capitalists and their combinations would do
anything really calculated to injure such good friends. As
regards the American Sugar Refining Company in pa-rticular,
we have before now expressed our opinion that its action has
been decidedly to the advantage of the American nation. The
astute manner in which the various sources of SUPI)ly have been
played off against one another so as to secure every advantage
in the purchase of the raw material, and the way in which the
various producing countrles and the genel-al market have been
completely controlled, so that HI(> "Hugal' 'I'rust" has always
been independent 'of anyone of then, is really an admirnble
piece of commercial atn.tesmamship, and this salutary action
has in no way been departed fr-om 01' interfered wi th b;r the
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American refiners during the existence of the present "re-
finers' war." The "Trust" is variously stated as supplying
three-fourthsand four-fifths of the total production of refined
sugar. A new refinery, which is to be the third largest in the
Umited States, isexpected to be ready early this year. It is
being erected by the Pennsylvania Sugar Refining Company,
and a new 'Process of clarification, acombination of electroly-
sis with the use 'of ozone, from which great thing-s -are expect-
ed ('?), is to be tried. 'Ilhe Gramercy Sugar Company, of Louisi-
ana, which has hitherto worked as 'a central factory of raw
sugar, is adding a refining plant with hone-black clarification,
and will deliver standard refined sugar. This is somewhat of
a new departure, and the examill e, if successful,as there
seems every reason to expect, will probably be followed by
other large undertakings at present producing' 'only raw cane
sugar.
During the pa-st year practicallyelie whole of the Java
sug-ar has been diverted to the United States; the whole of
the Cuban 'and Hawaiian, most of the Porto Rico, and a large
proportion of the West Indian production has also been taken
by the Arnerican refiners. Egypt has also been heavily drawn
011, while less European beet sugar than heretofore has found
its way to New York and Philadelphia. A new feature is the
production of raw refining 'sugars by the American beet fac-
torjes.and this will pt'obably extend, the temptation to supply
the whole of their 'productfon to 'One large and safe customer,
in preference toeatering for local consumers and taking com-
mercial risks, is considerable. 'I'he extension 'of the beet cul-
tiv-ation and manufacture, as already remarked, continues,
and there is every probability of this becoming a constant and
marked teature in American agriculture and industry. The
troubles, losses, failures, and want of 'immedtate success,
which inevitably attend the introduction 'of a new industry.
han" been considerably fewer than might reasonably have
been expected, and we may be sure that the beet sugar indus-
try "'has come to stay." Large quantities of land suitable for
beet cultivatlon have been taken up in some States, especially
California. 'I'he production of 1898-99 is stated to have been
;~2,OnO long tons, that of next season is expected to be 95,000
tons. According to the Louislann Pla-nter, an unquestionable
authority on such matters, the campaign 'of 1899 will go down
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to history as one of the shortest in point 'of duration in the
annals of the Louisiana sugar industry. A large quantity of
cane was so severely damaged by frost last year that many
planters have preferred to reserve ,a considerable proportion
of their crop for seed or plant cane. The production is esti-
mated at not more than 150,000 long tons, but with favourable
conditions 'of weather, we may' look for an unusually large
('1'Op in the coming year, owing to the fact just stated, that the
estate propr-ietors intend to plant more extensively than usual.
'l'he total consumption of sugar in the United States is at the
present moment probably not short of 2,000,000 tons.
The posltion of Cuba during the past twelve months, and
even still more the immediate, future of matters, is somewhat
difftoult to lay down. 'L'11e final figures just received show that
the last crop was somewhat ahead of that of 18!H-!lS, bu t we
look with considerable doubt on the estimates curi-ent in 1'1011\('
quarters pointing to a possiblecrop of GOO,OOO tons for the
season now commenced, and the estimate of \YilJett and Oray,
viz., 440,000 tons, is much more probable. Owing to low
prices, some estates will use their cane for plan ting, and the
area of eul tivation f'or 1nOO-l will thus be extended. Con-
tinued drought this autumn injur-ed the young canes, and the
subsequent rains came too late to do much good. 'I'he sugar
produced is almost exclusively "centrifugals."
'I'he disastrous effect of the long-continued insnrrectlon, and
the further disorganization caused by the Hispano-Amet-ican
\,,car, cannot, of course, be repau-ed in one season. The finan-
cial difflcul ties are the most serious point, andare not easy to
overcome, We are told, on good authority, that the Spanish
mortgages on the estates 'amount to nearly £4,000,000, and
will fall due in April, 1901; meanwhile, Americans sr-em to
hesitate, so long as the fiscal relations of Cuba towards the
United States are uncertain and the legal posifions u-emn in
undefined, to invest their capital. President McKinh'y's mes-
sage would appeal' to hint at the probability of Cuban sugars
being at least placed on an equally goo-d footing with the West
Indian pi-educt. Undoubtedly a strong and united effor-t will
be made by those interested in the Cubarreugm- industr-y to
obtain free admission into the United States for its produce.
'I'lris will, of course, meet with stout opposition from the Am-
erican home sugar producers, and as the abolition of the duty
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would me-ana 10'8s of $25,000,000 to the Treasury, the Govern-
ment will not be very ready to move. It seems to us that the
determining' factor in the question is the attitude of the great
refining interest, which up to now has shown itself tully capa-
ble of controlling the eventual course of these fiscal mn tters
where sugar is concerned. Willett and Gray estimate that
since the. war about $1,500,000 have been invested in the
Cuban fnctoi-ios and estates. Labor is now more easily pro-
curable than just after the war, but is wretchedly paid. AI'-
I'an~.wment:, huve been made by the United States author-ities
fOI' t lu- uup.u-tution of a qunntitv of drought-ca ttle, The rp·
lmhi liu t'iou of the old estn tes goes on but slowly, and we heal'
of nnl.," two new fuctoi-ies on the sou th side of :the island, and
of (HlC on the north. The latter is to be 0'11 a very large seale,
and will be dose to the coast.
'I'lu- Ha wa iiuu Islands, according to offlcinl figures just late-
ly puhlished. produced. in the twelve months ending Septem-
bel' :30th. 18!l!t. 232.;)IW tons of sugar, against 204.1:3:3 tons in
thepret-cdiug season. At the time 'Of the annexation of these
islands to t.he United States much apprehension was express-
ed as to the piobabititvof a very large increase dn the output.
'I'hei-e has been undoubtedly a great deal of excitement and
the promotion of new undertakings has been carried to an ex-
treme, but there are certa iu dinlculties in the way of an im-
mediate huge extension of the output, connected with finance,
irrigatlon, and more than all with the labor question. This
latter problem of labor still remains unsolved, All the same,
it is an undoubted fact that both cultivation and manufacture
are cart-led to a very high point, anda large yield and a better
extraction of sugar are obtained than anywhere else in the
world. T'he best and newest machinery, steam plows, chcm-
icn l con trul tof the mills and analysis of soils, &c., with the
sCl'\'iet'sof a most ably conducted experiment station n.nd
laboratory, place the planters in the best possible position and
ensure steady financial success. Most of the land fit for grow-
ing" cane is said to be taken up.
In Canada au attempt was made to obtain a, re-impoaittun
of premiuuis on home-grown beets, but the Minister of AgTi-
culture held 'out no hopes of the question being" considered at
an early date. 'I'his is scaecely to be wondered at in view of
the poor results 'that were obtained under the former reg-imp.
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'l'here is li'ttle doubt that the-climate is hopelessly against the
cultivation of proper sugar beets. 'I'he refining industry is be-
ing somewhat unfavorably affected by the competition of Am-
erican 'sugar, which bids fai,r to replace the r'eflned sugar
formerly imported from Great Britain. 'I'he Canadian refiners
will probably be able to hold their own, in spite of the insigni-
ficamt proteetive duty. Up to now, the chief purvey-ors of raw
material Iiave been Germany and Belgium.
'In the '~Test Indies and Demerara, the past year bas not on
the whole been good as regards 'the output. Much of the
sugar now br-ing manufactured is a low quality for r-efining
purposes, sent Ito the United States, where, if too good, it pays
a heavier duty. This diversion of 'produce that used formerly
to come to this country, will be favored by the reduction of
duty under the new reciprocity treaties, if these are approved
by Congress. Some progress is being made with the central
question, and experiments carefully pursued for so many
years in both West Indies and Demerara aa'e apparently 1'(':-
sul'ting in the obtaining of extraordinary rich canes. If' these
varieties are found to be permanent there would seem to br-
good 'hopes yet for the hardly pressed planters, handicapped
as ,they are by the evil bounty system. POl,tO Rico has been
heavily visited by a hurricane, which will somewhat reduce
Its production, the damage done to the sugar houses will re
sult in the introduction of the central factory system in at
least one case. The establishment of an Imperial Department
of Agrtculture wi'th Barbados as oj,t,s chief 'coffee, under the
able superintendence of Dr. Mon-is, should be noted. The
sugar ipl'odlwtion in Jamaica still continues small, aud we
hear no more of the proposed erection of a large central fae-
toi-y in Westmoreland, which in the early part of the year
appeared to offer good prospects.
----:0::----
Wall street speculators continue to insist that a settlement
of the sugar war is about to be consummated. This is as
strenuously denied by the parties interested. When the latest
addition to the list of independent refiners is eliminated, then
the time will be ripe for the re-establishment of a working
agreement such as existed 'before the New York Sugar Refin-
ing Company entered the field.
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tory in Westmoreland, which in the early part of the year
appeared to offer good prospects.
----:0:----
Wa.ll street speculators continue to insist that a settlement
of the sugar war is about to be consummated. 'Phis is as
strenuously denied by the parties interested. When the latest
addition to the list of independent refiners is eliminated, then
the time will be ripe for the re-establisinnent of a working
agreement such as existed 'before the New York Sugar Refin-
ing Company entered the field.
